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Inaugural speech 

  

The Times, The Brief – The Times Law Diary reports on the Chair-Elect, Amanda 

Pinto QC’s inaugural speech. She is quoted as saying: “We are very concerned at the 

growth in the number of paid McKenzie Friends who are unregulated, untrained 

and yet demand money for their intervention — often from the most vulnerable 

litigants. 

  

“People should be represented by trained, regulated representatives, who 

understand the law, put their client’s case forward in the best way possible, leading 

to the most just results achievable.”  

  

Regarding AI in the courtroom, Pinto stressed three key concepts: justice, fairness 

and equality. “For all three to be engaged, a judge very often needs to be the arbiter. 

Replacing judicial decisions, which involve an evaluation of the merits of a case and 

the exercise of a discretion, with an algorithm is not justice.” 

  

The Brief reports on the Chair-Elect’s speech in an article about Maidstone 

Combined Court closing due to a fire.  

  

The Brief reports that: “Calling for increased investment in the justice system in her 

inaugural speech as the chair of the Bar Council, which represents barristers in 

England and Wales, Amanda Pinto QC, said that the government must “invest in the 

fabric and facilities of the buildings where justice is dispensed”. 

  

Read Amanda Pinto QC’s full speech here.  

  

Court ID cards 

  

Lawyer Monthly - Further legal media coverage of the fact that 30 more courts have 

been added to the court ID card access scheme.  

  

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/l4ICC2O2SZv5Lin36cL?domain=barcouncil.org.uk
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/BlzQC3OES9wDjCqTVHT?domain=lawyer-monthly.com


Lawyer Monthly reports that “while solicitors have to queue and undergo searches, 

barristers will be allowed to walk straight through the security checkpoint, into 

court.” 

  

The professional access scheme provides barristers with electronic ID cards around 

the UK, including London, Birmingham, Cardiff, Oxford and Durham, they can 

walk straight past the security checks, saving time and personnel resources. 

  

The Bar Council officially grants the access IDs via each barristers’ phone or tablet 

device, which are then scanned with equipment provided by HM Courts and 

Tribunals Service. 

  

Richard Atkins QC, Chair of the Bar, says so far, the scheme has “been a success” 

though there have been “some teething troubles.”  
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